
WHY WORK
WITH US

We keep innovating in research so creators can
be discovered in better ways. 

We are innovating in distribution to create
new revenue streams and exposure

opportunities.

We are innovating ways to prepare and build
careers for the next generation of creative

executive talent.



A&R
RESEARCH &

SCOUTS

We have the ability to form dedicated teams assigned to be an
embedded frontline of A&R filtration for each platform, service, dsp,
and additional untapped sources that we include in our bespoke
methods

We have a stable of talent to hand pick individual scouts from that
can support the department/executive/company. We provide a
scout or team that is managed by us and our executive team will
interface with yours, or deliver individual or teams of dedicated
scout recommendations for your hiring needs. All are trained and
ready to go on day one

With several programs operating throughout the year, a fresh
rotation of scouts use our established base protocols to develop both
a deep expertise and keep us ahead of other departments with real-
time best practices and fast paced changes happening on every
platform creators are using 

What do we have that no one else does, and why are our scouts special? 
We actually train them to identify discoveries early, and with our
system we are generally 2-6 months ahead of the others in tracking and
communicating with rising talent. 

Being the largest scouting program in the industry also allows us to do
something that no other A&R research department can: 



Research
Curate and manage a suite of analytics providers, including the
latest in artificial Intelligence music curation, automated tagging,
and playlisting tools, to further leverage vast data to track what’s
next in music trends and talent and help to identify the most
promising talent and trends ahead of anybody else

We use a boots-on-the-ground experiential method that drives a
unique data set into our pipeline, identifying different early
indicators and spikes that cannot be found in any analytics tools

Active research with embedded scouts that are individually focused
across each of the dsp and content platforms 

Confidential shortlist reports: 
The hottest discoveries are delivered in our A&Report Video®
which is designed to replicate an A&R scout walking into your
office to pitch a discovery for signing consideration
Curated weekly shortlist tracking top finds and a mid-week A&R
culture report on “what not to miss” that is getting heavy
traction on the primary platforms.(delivered in spreadsheets and
pdf’s until our new Designer Distribution platform is built) 

Use of analytics and research methods to identify and maintain a
pipeline of talent
Active A&R experience in reporting timely discoveries and
identifying viable artists, creators, songwriters, producers, sounds,
and trends before they are viral
Deliver quality, curated, and timely discovery reports
Participation in oversight of recording with artists and
songwriter/producer camp projects

Custom reports and comprehensive research management

Trained scouts 
Motivated scouts learn 12 essential skills of A&R in our intensive 5
month training process and practice with real-world projects that
require:



A&R
MARKETING +

CULTURE
RESEARCH

Artist marketing
Marketing content creation and social seeding
Product or Company launch
Social Account Rebrand/Refresh
Custom research projects to identify trends, interest category
influencers and micro-influencers 

Organic Marketing: Trained content creators + strategic marketers
Motivated marketing and content creators learn all aspects of organic
marketing and also develop culture research skills in our intensive 4
month training process. The teams are hand picked based on specific
criteria and rotate a new group every four months. They work on a
variety of projects with our clients in a support “specialty team” capacity,
or running campaigns start to finish. 

Officially launched in January 2022, the program has supported their
first viral hit, a marketing experiment for the Pepsi Halftime Superbowl
Commercial, and emerging artist launch campaigns, in addition to other
projects we take on that include:



DESIGNER
DISTRO

BOUTIQUE

We are the first company to use digital assets and web3 in this way,
providing new revenue and exposure opportunities directly from
our launchpad marketplace

A record and distribution boutique that specializes in signing and
developing talent early, with boots-on-the-ground in the top 108
creative cities in the world, we are trailblazers in music+culture A&R
scouting and marketing across creator platforms. 
We know what artists and creators want from a distributor - so we are
doing it with a curated roster of 2K artists that collectively have 1.3B -
12B global streams.

The future of distribution is supported by our bespoke services and
experiences, best in class analytics research and management, global
A&R scouting research and marketing launchpad programs.

Summer Kickoff Product Roadmap

GREATERTHAN Launchpad powered by Bitski



The A&R Tour LA Residency is a Monthly Day Party hosted at
GucciGhost Studio in LA, and in his exclusive one of one 3D art
gallery/event studio in the Metaverse.We will be the first company
to host an event series exclusively in the GucciGhost studios. 
Events include A&R office hours with our scouts, a new style of
conference, artist discovery, and networking event with creators,
creatives, and companies, brand experiences, and special guests
30 cities version to rollout across the US and in the Metaverse to
continue to innovate in the talent discovery space

A&R Tour® Experience

DESIGNER
DISTRO

BOUTIQUE


